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need for very low-power wireless communication devices
to enable extended battery life. This in turn calls for mod-
ulation schemes with very low PAPR.

[0006] Khalona et al., "On the Performance of a Hybrid
Frequency and Phase Shift Keying Modulation Tech-
nique" presents the performance of a hybrid modulation
scheme derived from binary frequency shift keying. EP
0,282,298 A2 relates to a method of combining encoding
and modulation which creates signal sets from available
amplitude and phase modulations by indexing into or-
dered subspaces. US 5,659,578 A relates to error-control
techniques for mobile cellular data communication sys-
tems, specifically to trellis coding of 16 Star Quadrature
Amplitude Modulation.

SUMMARY

[0007] The invention is defined by the appended
claims. Any other reference to embodiments not falling
within the scope of the claims is to be understood as
examples useful for understanding the invention. In an
aspect of the disclosure, a method of wireless commu-
nication by a UE is provided. The UE determines an
allocation of a set of tones in a symbol for conveying data.
The UE determines to use m-ary phase shift keying
(MPSK) to modulate the data onto a subset of tones of
the set of tones. The UE modulates the data onto the
subset of tones based on a mapping that maps pairs of
data values with a largest Hamming distance from each
other to pairs of constellation points with a maximum Eu-
cidean distance from each other.

[0008] In an aspect of the disclosure, a method of wire-
less communication is provided. The method may be per-
formed by a base station. The base station receives a
data transmission from a user equipment (UE). The base
station detects a subset of tones having maximal energy
of an allocated set of tones in a symbol. The base station
demodulates each tone of the subset of tones to deter-
mine data based on a mapping that maps pairs of data
values with a largest Hamming distance from each other
to pairs of constellation points with a maximum Eu-
cidean distance from each other.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009]

FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating an example of an
evolved Node B and a user equipment, and illustrat-
ing an exemplary method in relation to data modu-
lation and transmission.

FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating a first modulation
scheme for modulating data into a selected tone from
an allocated set of tones in a symbol.

FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a second modulation
scheme for modulating data into two tones of a se-
lected two-tone subset from an allocated set of tones
in a symbol.
FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a method of wireless communication.
FIG. 5 is a flow chart of a method of wireless communication.
FIG. 6 is a conceptual data flow diagram illustrating the data flow between different modules/components in an exemplary apparatus.
FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating an example of a hardware implementation for an apparatus employing a processing system.
FIG. 8 is a conceptual data flow diagram illustrating the data flow between different modules/components in an exemplary apparatus.
FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating an example of a hardware implementation for an apparatus employing a processing system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0010] The detailed description set forth below in connection with the appended drawings is intended as a description of various configurations and is not intended to represent the configurations in which the concepts described herein may be practiced. The detailed description includes specific details for the purpose of providing a thorough understanding of various concepts. However, it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that these concepts may be practiced without these specific details. In some instances, well known structures and components are shown in block diagram form in order to avoid obscuring such concepts.

[0011] Several aspects of telecommunication systems will now be presented with reference to various apparatus and methods. These apparatus and methods will be described in the following detailed description and illustrated in the accompanying drawings by various blocks, modules, components, circuits, steps, processes, algorithms, etc. (collectively referred to as “elements”). These elements may be implemented using electronic hardware, computer software, or any combination thereof. Whether such elements are implemented as hardware or software depends upon the particular application and design constraints imposed on the overall system.

[0012] By way of example, an element, or any portion of an element, or any combination of elements may be implemented with a “processing system” that includes one or more processors. Examples of processors include microprocessors, microcontrollers, digital signal processors (DSPs), field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), programmable logic devices (PLDs), state machines, gated logic, discrete hardware circuits, and other suitable hardware configured to perform the various functionality described throughout this disclosure. One or more processors in the processing system may execute software. Software shall be construed broadly to mean instructions, instruction sets, code, code segments, program code, programs, subprograms, software modules, applications, software applications, software packages, routines, subroutines, objects, executables, threads of execution, procedures, functions, etc., whether referred to as software, firmware, middleware, microcode, hardware description language, or otherwise.

[0013] Accordingly, in one or more exemplary embodiments, the functions described may be implemented in hardware, software, firmware, or any combination thereof. If implemented in software, the functions may be stored on or encoded as one or more instructions or code on a computer-readable medium. Computer-readable media includes computer storage media. Storage media may be any available media that can be accessed by a computer. By way of example, and not limitation, such computer-readable media can comprise a random-access memory (RAM), a read-only memory (ROM), an electrically erasable programmable ROM (EEPROM), compact disk ROM (CD-ROM) or other optical disk storage, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any other medium that can be used to carry or store desired program code in the form of instructions or data structures and that can be accessed by a computer. Combinations of the above should also be included within the scope of computer-readable media.

[0014] FIG. 1 is a diagram 100 illustrating an example of a base station 102 and a UE 104, and illustrating an exemplary method in relation to data modulation and transmission. Referring to FIG. 1, in a wireless communication method, such as WLAN, LTE, etc., a UE 104 may be allocated one or more resource elements that may be used to transmit data and/or control information, each resource element comprising a tone (in the frequency domain) in a symbol (in the time domain). As an example, the resource elements may be allocated to the UE 104 using a transmission 107 from a base station 102, such as an evolved Node B (eNB).

[0015] Once the UE 104 determines 111 which resource elements are allocated (e.g., which tones are allocated in a particular symbol), the UE 104 may select 112 one or more of the allocated resource elements, and may determine to modulate 113 data into the selected resource element(s). The manner in which the UE 104 selects 112 the resource elements and modulates 113 the data may correspond to an agreed upon modulation scheme, which in turn corresponds to an agreed upon mapping of allowed data values to allowed modulated values. Thereafter, the UE 104 may transmit a signal 106 including information (e.g., one or more modulated values) contained in one or more of the allocated resource elements. Then, the base station 102 may receive the signal 106, detect 108 which of the resource elements includes modulated values for indicating data from the UE 104, and may demodulate 109 the resource elements to determine the information of the signal 106 sent by the UE 104 (e.g., by comparing a received modulated value of a demodulated resource element to a closest matching allowed modulated value indicated in a constellation.
point set of the mapping known to the base station 102, and by then determining which data value corresponds to the closest matching allowed modulated value based on the mapping).

[0016] Configurations described below provide constant-envelope modulation schemes (e.g., 0 dB PAPR) that can be used in SC-FDMA signal generation. In general, configurations of the modulation schemes described below use a mapping to match modulated signals with data values (e.g., a constellation point index linking respective data values to various constellation points, or to one or more modulated values in one or more of a plurality of tones). A device seeking to transmit a signal containing a data value using the described modulation schemes (e.g., UE 104 seeking to transmit signal 106) might choose only a relatively small subset of allocated tones to transmit m-ary phase-shift keying (MPSK) signals according to values of bits of the data value to be transmitted. Accordingly, because the modulation schemes use both tone and signal phases to represent the data value, the modulation schemes may be referred to as tone-phase-shift keying (TPSK). Further, a TPSK modulation with D allocated tones and M allowed signal values may be determined with the intention of reducing or minimizing a bit error rate (BER), wherein pairs of bit sequences having a larger Hamming distance (i.e., a larger number of differing bits) are mapped to constellation points may be known to both the UE 104 and the base station 102.

[0017] FIG. 2 is a diagram 200 illustrating a first modulation scheme for modulating data as a modulated value 210 into a selected tone 207 of a subset 206 of the tones 201 among an allocated set of tones 202 in a symbol 204. In the present configuration, the UE 104 determines 111 which tones 208 are part of the allocated set 202, which phase-shift keying is used (e.g., Binary Phase-Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation, Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying (QPSK) modulation, 8PSK, etc.), and what bit-to-symbol mapping, or data-value-to-constellation-point mapping, is used to map a data value to a particular constellation point. Here, 4 tones are allocated, and BPSK is used (e.g., D is equal to 4 and M is equal to 2).

[0018] The UE 104 then selects 112 a subset 206 including only one tone 207 from an allocated set 202 of 4 tones of the 12 tones 201 in a symbol 204 for each data value intended. The UE 104 may then modulate 113 the tone 207 according to the determined mapping and corresponding to the data to be transmitted. That is, the data values to be transmitted by the UE 104 will determine which subset 206 of tones the UE 104 will select 112, and which modulated value 210 the UE will modulate onto the selected tone 207 of the subset 206 using the determined MPSK modulation. Thereafter, the UE 104 may transmit a signal 106 containing the modulated value 210 to the base station 102 to convey the data. The symbol 204 transmitted by the UE 104 may be the Inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) of a vector of data corresponding to a modulated value 210 with the entry of the tone 207 being the only nonzero entry of all tones 201 of the symbol 204.

[0019] Upon receiving the signal 106 from the UE 104, the base station 102 may determine 110 the data by demodulating 109 the received signal 106 to determine a corresponding modulated value 210 (e.g., to determine which signal phase is modulated, and on which tone 207), and by determining 114 which constellation point of the mapping corresponds to the determined modulated value 210.

[0020] When D tones 208 are allocated in the set 202 and M possible signal phases are allowed (e.g., M is equal to 2 for BPSK, M is equal to 4 for QPSK, M is equal to 8 for 8PSK, etc.), a constellation point corresponds to a signal phase of a modulated value 210 on the selected tone 207, while all other, unselected tones 212 of the allocated set 202 have zeroes thereon. Accordingly, the constellation point can be represented by a vector of length d having a single nonzero entry with a value of $\exp((2\pi i M+\phi))$, where $\phi$ is any constant known the UE 104 and the base station 102.

[0021] Furthermore, because there is a total of $M^D$ possible constellation points (e.g., the number of M possible constellation points per tone multiplied by D total tones is equal to $D^M$ possible signals that may be transmitted), only $2^k$ allowed constellation points, or allowed modulated values, are chosen in a particular mapping, where k is the largest integer that is smaller than or equal to $\log_2(MD)$. That is, the number of bits of the data value to be transmitted 106 in symbol 204 is the largest integer that is not greater than $\log_2(M^D)$. Accordingly, for each OFDM or SC-FDMA symbol, a data sequence of k bits is mapped to one of $2^k$ d-length vectors, the entry of which is then sent over the allocated set 202 of tones.

[0022] Further still, an agreed upon mapping that maps each possible k-bit data sequence to each of the $2^k$ constellation points may be known to both the UE 104 and the base station 102 to enable communication using the described configuration. For example, mapping schemes may be determined with the intention of reducing or minimizing a bit error rate (BER), wherein pairs of bit sequences having a larger Hamming distance (i.e., a larger number of differing bits) are mapped to constellation points with a larger Euclidean distance.

[0023] For example, the present configuration uses BPSK across one of 4 tones such that there are 8 possible constellation points in a constellation set (i.e., $M^D$), thereby enabling 3 bits of data to be transmitted in each symbol (i.e., 0.75 bits per tone per symbol). Because four tones are allocated with only a single tone being a non-zero entry, and a constellation point may be denoted by [s1, s2, s3, s4] with s1 representing a modulated value of the signal on tone 1, s2 representing a modulated value of the signal on tone 2, etc. Further, in the present example, a modulated value of 1 corresponds to a vector of length d pointing to the right, while a modulated value of -1 corresponds to a vector of length d pointing to the left (e.g., modulated value 210). As shown in FIG. 2, data values 000 and 111 are respectively mapped to [1, 0, 0, 0] and [-1, 0, 0, 0], 001 and 110 are respectively mapped to [0, 1, 0, 0] and [0, -1, 0, 0], 010 and 101 are respectively mapped to [0, 0, 1, 0] and [0, 0, -1, 0], and 100 and 011 are respectively mapped to [0, 0, 0, 1] and [0, 0, 0, -1].
Because there are exactly 4 pairs of bit sequences that differ at 3 bits (e.g., 4 pairs of data), or bit sequences, that have a Hamming distance of 3, the mapping of the present configuration maps each of the pairs of data to two constellation points having a maximum Euclidean distance from each other. By matching pairs of data values having a largest Hamming distance with corresponding pairs of constellation points having a largest Euclidean distance, error rate is reduced, and bandwidth and power efficiency are improved over conventional phase-shift keying. It should be noted that when two constellation points x and y among D selected tones are respectively represented by \([x(1), x(2), ..., x(D)]\) and \([y(1), y(2), ..., y(D)]\), then the Euclidean distance therebetween is represented by \(\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^D (x(i) - y(i))^2}\). In comparison, the Euclidean distance between the two constellation points of conventional BPSK modulation may be represented by \(d = \sqrt{E_b}\), where \(E_b\) is equal to an energy per bit, and wherein a BER is \(0.5 \times \text{erfc}\left(\frac{d}{\sqrt{2E_b}}\right)\). In comparison, the present configuration maps each of the pairs of bit sequences 0000 and 1111. Several TPSK schemes with good bandwidth and power efficiency, and additional examples of mapping schemes for different configurations, are provided below.

### (1,2)-TPSK

When D is equal to 1 (i.e., only a single tone is allocated per symbol) and M is equal to 2 (e.g., BPSK), only one information bit can be transmitted per symbol. Such a configuration would be similar to conventional BPSK with only a single tone allocated.

### (2,2)-TPSK

When D and M is each equal to 2, 2 bits of information can be carried in each symbol used by the UE to transmit data, or 1 bit per tone per symbol. The four constellation points (e.g., two constellation points per tone for two tones) may be represented by \([0, +1], [0, -1], [+1, 0], [-1, 0]\), where \([0, +1]\) indicates that a phase-shift keying of 0 is transmitted over the first tone (e.g., an unselected tone) and a phase-shift keying of +1 is transmitted over the second tone. Similarly, \([-1, 0]\) indicates that a phase-shift keying of -1 is transmitted over the first tone, and a keying of 0 is transmitted over the second tone. Such a configuration has the same bandwidth efficiency as BPSK, has a minimal Euclidean distance of \(2 \times \sqrt{E_b}\), where \(E_b\) is the energy per bit, and has identical power efficiency (i.e., an equivalent BER for a given \(E_b\)) and bandwidth efficiency as BPSK.

### (3,3)-TPSK

When D and M is each equal to 3, a data value having a 3-bit sequence can be carried per symbol (i.e., \(\log_2(3^3)\) rounded down to the nearest integer is 3, therefore 3 bits per data value, or 1 bit per tone per symbol), which provides the same bandwidth efficiency as BPSK. However, the present scheme has a minimal Euclidean distance between two constellation points using \(\text{different} \) tones equal to \(\sqrt{6E_b}\), which is larger than that of BPSK, and therefore provides better power efficiency than BPSK at high SNR. Because an increased Euclidean distance of \(3 \times \sqrt{E_b}\) exists in the present scheme between any two constellation points using the same tone, two data values having a Hamming distance of 3 may be respectively mapped to two constellation points on the same tone. Accordingly, a possible mapping of the 8 constellation points corresponding to the 8 data values 000 through 111 can be \([0, 0, 1], [0, 1, 0], [1, 0, 0], [0, 0, \exp(2\pi/3)], [0, \exp(2\pi/3), 0], [\exp(2\pi/3), 0, 0], [0, \exp(4\pi/3), 0], [0, 0, \exp(4\pi/3)]\). As another example, the 8 constellation points corresponding to data values 000 to 111 can respectively be \([0, 0, 1], [0, 0, \exp(2\pi/3)], [0, \exp(4\pi/3), 0], [\exp(4\pi/3), 0, 0]\), and \([0, 0, \exp(4\pi/3)], [0, 0, \exp(4\pi/3)]\).

### (4,4)-TPSK

When D and M is each equal to 4, the modulation scheme allows for 4 bits per symbol to be carried, which is the same bandwidth efficiency as that of BPSK. There are 8 pairs of bit sequences that differ at 4 bits (e.g., a Hamming distance of 4), such as the pair of bit sequences 0000 and 1111. Also, there are 8 pairs of constellation points with a maximal Euclidean distance, such as the pair \([1, 0, 0, 0]\) and \([-1, 0, 0, 0]\), and the pair \([j, 0, 0, 0]\) and \([-j, 0, 0, 0]\) with \(1.25\) bits to be carried per tone. The mapping in the present scheme may map each bit sequence pair having a maximal Hamming distance to a constellation pair with the maximal Euclidean distance. The minimal Euclidean distance of this scheme is \(d = \sqrt{8E_b}\), resulting in a 3dB gain in power efficiency when compared to conventional BPSK.

### (4,8)-TPSK

When D is equal to 4, and M is equal to 8, the modulation scheme allows for 5 bits to be carried per symbol, or 1.25 bits to be carried per tone per symbol. There are 16 pairs of bit-sequences with a largest Hamming distance of 4, and 16 pairs of constellation points having a largest Euclidean distance of 2. A mapping scheme may map each of the 16 data pairs to one of the 16 constellation point pairs. The minimal Euclidean distance of such a (4,8)-TPSK modulation scheme is about \(\sqrt{2.93E_b}\), approximately resulting in a loss of 1.35 dB in power efficiency when compared to conventional BPSK at high SNR.

### (6,6)-TPSK

When D and M are both equal to 6, the modulation scheme allows for 5 bits to be carried per symbol, or \(5/6\)ths of a bit per tone per symbol. A minimal Euclidean distance for the present scheme is \(\sqrt{5E_b}\), which provides a gain of 0.97 dB when...
compared to conventional BPSK.

(8,8)-TPSK: When D and M are both equal to 8, the modulation scheme allows for 6 bits to be carried per symbol or 0.75 bits per tone per symbol. The minimal Euclidean distance in the present scheme is \(\sqrt{3.5Eb}\), resulting in a loss of 0.58 dB when compared to conventional BPSK.

The TPSK modulation schemes described above can also be extended to more than one tone per symbol in other configurations, enabling better bandwidth efficiency, but also resulting in increased PAPR. For example, as will be described with respect to FIG. 3 below, instead of having a single tone containing a non-zero entry, two tones may be allowed to carry MPSK signals. In such a case, the PAPR is bounded by 3 dB, which is still substantially lower than conventional OFDMA and SC-OFDMA signals.

FIG. 3 is a diagram 300 illustrating a second modulation scheme for modulating data into two tones 307a, 307b of a selected two-tone subset 306 from an allocated set 302 of tones 301 in a symbol 304. In the present configuration, and like the first configuration, tones of an allocated set 302 of tones 301 of a symbol 304 are allocated, a subset 306 of tones 307a, 307b is selected, and data is modulated into the selected subset 306. However, unlike the first configuration, the selected subset 306 includes two tones 307a, 307b instead of only one tone (i.e., tone 207). Further, the selected subset 306 (which may be selected 112 by the UE 104 according to information bits of an input data value, and according to a mapping) is one of a plurality of possible two-tone subsets (including subsets 308).

In the present configuration, when a set 302 of D tones are allocated, and when two tones are allowed to be used for each symbol 304, there are \(D^*(D-1)/2 \) possible two-tone sets (e.g., each subset 308 comprising two tones). Within each two-tone set, there may be \(M^2\) distinct signal phase pairs (e.g., 16 distinct pairs of signal phases in QPSK). As a result, the number of bits that may be carried is equal to a largest integer that is not greater than \(\log_2(D^*(D-1)M^2)/2\). Furthermore, when \(\log_2(D^*(D-1)M^2)/2\) is not an integer, it’s possible to choose a particular subset of constellation points for reduced PAPR. For instance, if D was equal to 4 and M was equal to 5, 6 two-tone sets are possible, and a mapping including 128 allowed constellation points (of 150 possible constellation points) can be constructed to enable a data sequence of 7 bits to be carried per symbol time. The resulting scheme provides 40% more bandwidth efficiency when compared to standard BPSK. As another example, when D is equal to 8 and M is equal to 7, a constellation set of 1024 constellation points can be constructed to carry 10 bits per OFDM symbol. The resulting modulation scheme provides 25% higher bandwidth efficiency as compared to BPSK.

As described above, as many as all of the possible two-tone subsets of the D allocated tones may be used, which is equal to \(D^*(D-1)/2\). Alternatively, a number of allowed two-tone subsets may be limited such that a number of defined two-tone subsets may be equal to an integer power of 2. For example, if the number of tones in the allocated set 302 is represented by D, then the number of allowed two-tone subsets may be chosen as \(D^c\), where \(D^c\) is the largest integer of power 2 that is smaller than the number of possible different two-tone combinations of the tones of the allocated set 302. For example, if the number of tones in the allocated set is 8 (i.e., \(D = 8\)), then 16 out of the 28 possible two-tone subsets may be set aside for the mapping scheme (i.e., \(D^c\) is equal to 16).

Further, when only two tones are chosen for each symbol 304, the maximal PAPR is approximately 3dB. At the receiver (e.g., the base station 102 shown in FIG. 1), an energy comparator may be applied to detect 108 tone(s) with the maximal energy (e.g., tones 307a and 307b) among the allocated set 302 of tones. Therefore, the base station 102 may perform conventional MPSK demodulation 109 over the chosen tone(s) 307a, 307b of the selected subset 306 to determine modulated values on the tones. The error probability of tone selection at the receiver of the base station 102 (i.e., choosing an non-signal-bearing, unselected tone 312), may be represented by \(\text{erfc}(\sqrt{\frac{E_b}{2^cN_b}}))\), where \(E_b\) is the energy per MPSK signal, and where \(N_b\) is the noise power spectral density.

Referring to the example shown in FIG. 3, the number of tones in the allocated set 302 is 9 (i.e., \(D = 9\)). The number of possible two-tone combinations of the 9 different tones (i.e., \(D^*(D-1)/2\) is equal to 9*(9-1)/2, which is equal to 36. For ease of description, only three two-tone subsets 308 are shown in FIG. 3. After the subset 306 is selected, MPSK (e.g., QPSK) may be used to modulate the data corresponding to the modulated values 310 into the selected subset 306 according to a mapping. For each symbol 304, and according to the mapping, one of the two-tone subsets is chosen to transmit two chosen QPSK modulated values (e.g., signal phase \(j\) in tone 307a, and signal phase \(-j\) in tone 307b) in the transmitted signal 106.

FIG. 4 is a flow chart 400 of a method of wireless communication by a UE. The method may be performed by a UE, such as the UE 104 shown in FIG. 1. At 402, an allocation of a set of tones in a symbol for conveying data is determined. The symbol may be a SC-FDMA symbol. For example, referring to FIGS. 1-3, the UE 104 may determine 111 an allocation of a set 202, 302 of tones 201, 301 in a SC-FDMA symbol 204, 304 for conveying data 210, 310.

At 404, a determination to use m-ary phase shift keying (MPSK) to modulate the data onto a subset of tones of the set of tones is made. In a first configuration, the subset of tones may include one tone, the set of tones includes D tones, the MPSK may have M possible signal phases, k bits of data may be modulated onto the subset of tones, and M may be greater than or equal to 2. In a
second configuration, possible subsets may include \(D^*(D-1)/2\) two-tone subsets, \(D\) may be greater than 2, a number of bits of the data may be equal to \(k\), and \(k\) may be a largest integer such that \(k\) is not greater than \(\log_2(D^*(D-1)^*M^*M/2)\). For example, referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, in a first configuration, the UE 104 determines to use BPSK to modulate 113 the data 210 onto a subset 206 of a tone 207. As another example, and referring to FIGS. 1 and 3, in a second configuration, the UE 104 determines to use QPSK to modulate 113 the data 310 onto a subset 306 of tones 307a, 307b of the set 302 of tones, possible subsets 308 include \(D^*(D-1)/2\) two-tone subsets, \(D\) is equal to 9, a number of bits of the data is equal to 9, which is the greatest integer not greater than \(\log_2(D^*(D-1)^*M^*M/2)\).

[0035] At 406, the data may be modulated onto the subset of tones based on a mapping that maps pairs of data values with a largest Hamming distance from each other to pairs of constellation points with a maximum Euclidean distance from each other. The mapping may map pairs of data values with a largest Hamming distance to constellation points that have data modulated to a same tone. The mapping may be between \(2^k\) possible data values and \(2^k\) constellation points of \(D^*M\) constellation points, and \(k\) may be a largest integer such that \(D^*M\) is greater than or equal to \(2^k\). For example, referring to FIGS. 1-3, the base station 102 may detect 108 a subset 206, 306 of tones 207, 307a, 307b having maximal energy of an allocated set 202, 302 of tones in a symbol 204, 304, the set 202, 302 of tones including 4 tones in FIG. 2, or 9 tones in FIG. 3, the MPSK having 2 possible signal phases in FIG. 2, and 4 possible signal phases in FIG. 3, and 3 bits of data (FIG. 2) or 9 bits of data (FIG. 3) being modulated onto the subset 206, 306 of tones 207, 307a, 307b, the configuration shown in FIG. 3 including 36 two-tone subsets.

[0039] At 506, each tone of the subset of tones may be demodulated to determine data based on a mapping that maps pairs of data values with a largest Hamming distance from each other to pairs of constellation points with a maximum Euclidean distance from each other. The mapping may map pairs of data values with a largest Hamming distance to constellation points that have data modulated to a same tone. The mapping may be between \(2^k\) possible data values and \(2^k\) constellation points of \(D^*M\) constellation points. Demodulating each tone may include determining a modulated value on the tone, determining a Euclidean distance between the received modulated value and each of allowed modulated values corresponding to allowable constellation points, determining a constellation point based on a minimum determined Euclidean distance, and determining data based on the determined constellation point and the mapping. For example, referring to FIGS. 1-3, the base station 102 may demodulate 109 each tone 207, 307a, 307b of the subset 206, 306 of tones to determine data 210, 310 based on a mapping that maps pairs of data values with a largest Hamming distance from each other to pairs of constellation points with a maximum Euclidean distance from each other and having data modulated to a same tone, and the demodulating 109 may be achieved by determining a modulated value 210, 310 on the tone 207, 307a, 307b, determining a Euclidean distance between the received modulated value and each of allowed modulated values corresponding to allowable constellation points, determining a constellation point based on a minimum determined Euclidean distance, and determining data based on the determined constellation point and the mapping.

[0040] FIG. 6 is a conceptual data flow diagram 600 illustrating the data flow between different modules/means/components in an exemplary apparatus 602. The apparatus 602 may be a UE. The UE 602 includes a reception module 604 that is configured to receive data indicating an allocation of a set of tones in a symbol (e.g., a SC-FDMA symbol). The reception module 604 may also be configured to receive data indicating defined two-tone subsets, and/or to receive data indicating a data-value-to-constellation point mapping. The UE may receive the data from an eNB 603, from another UE 609, and/or from memory. The UE 609 may be operating as a relay. The UE 602 further includes an allocation determination module 605 that is configured to communicate with the reception module 604 and to determine which
The apparatus may include additional modules to refrain from modulating data onto unselected tones. The data modulation module 607 may be configured to modulate a modulated value(s) into the subset of tones using MPSK (e.g., BPSK, QPSK, etc.). Furthermore, the data modulation module 607 may include means for refraining from modulating data onto tones other than said one tone in the set of tones.

The UE 602 further includes a subset selection module 606 that is configured to communicate with the allocation determination module 605 and to select a subset of tones of the allocated set of tones. The subset of tones may include one or more tones, and may be selected by the subset selection module 606 based on a mapping that maps pairs of data values with a largest Hamming distance from each other to pairs of constellation points with a maximum Euclidean distance from each other, such that the data can be conveyed via transmission. Although not shown, the subset selection module 606 may further have an input such that the subset selection module 606 may receive input data of a data. The UE 602 further includes a data modulation module 607 that is configured to communicate with the subset selection module 606, to determine to use m-ary phase shift keying (MPSK) to modulate the data onto a selected subset of tones, and to modulate a modulated value(s) onto the tone(s) of the selected subset. The data modulation module 607 may be configured to modulate a modulated value(s) into the selected subset of the set of tones using MPSK (e.g., BPSK, QPSK, etc.).

The UE 602 further includes a transmission module 608 that communicates with the data modulation module 607. The transmission module 608 is configured to transmit the modulated data. The modulated data may be received by a node (the eNB 603). The data modulation module 607 may be configured to refrain from modulating data onto unselected tones of the allocated set of tones.

In one configuration, the UE 602/602' for wireless communication is a UE that includes means for determining an allocation of a set of tones in a symbol for conveying data. The UE further includes means for determining to use m-ary phase shift keying (MPSK) to modulate the data onto a subset of tones of the set of tones.
TX Processor, a RX Processor, and a controller/processor configured to perform the functions recited by the aforementioned means.

**[0045]** FIG. 8 is a conceptual data flow diagram 800 illustrating the data flow between different modules/components in an exemplary apparatus 802. The apparatus may be an eNB. The eNB 802 includes a reception module 804 that is configured to receive a data transmission, such as modulated data on a set of tones in a symbol (e.g., signal 106 including modulated data 210, 310 on a set 206, 306 of tones 207, 307a, 307b in a symbol 204, 304 from a UE 104, 602, 602', 809). The eNB 802 further includes a tone detection module 805 that is configured to communicate with the reception module 804, and that is configured to detect a subset of tones (e.g., tone 207, or tones 307a, 307b, having a nonzero entries) having maximal energy of an allocated set of tones in a symbol. The eNB 802 further includes a tone demodulation module 806 that is configured to communicate with the tone detection module 805 and that is configured to demodulate each tone of the subset of tones (e.g., tones 207, 307a, 307b). The eNB 802 further includes a data determination module 807 that is configured to communicate with the tone demodulation module 806 and that is configured to determine data based on a mapping that maps pairs of data values with a largest Hamming distance from each other (e.g., data values 111 and 000 in FIG. 2) to pairs of constellation points with a maximum Euclidean distance from each other. The determination module 807 may determine data by determining a modulated value on the tone, determining a Euclidean distance between the received modulated value and each of allowed modulated values corresponding to allowable constellation points, determining a constellation point based on a minimum determined Euclidean distance, and determining data based on the determined constellation point and the mapping. The eNB 802 further includes a transmission module 808 that is configured to communicate with the determination module 807. The transmission module 808 may be configured to communicate data to the UE 809 indicating an allocation of a set of tones in a symbol, data indicating defined two-tone subsets, and/or data indicating a data-value-to-constellation point mapping.

**[0046]** The apparatus may include additional modules that perform each of the blocks of the algorithm in the aforementioned flow chart of FIG. 5. As such, each block in the aforementioned flow charts of FIG. 5 may be performed by a module and the apparatus may include one or more of those modules. The modules may be one or more hardware components specifically configured to carry out the stated processes/algorithm, implemented by a processor configured to perform the stated processes/algorithm, stored within a computer-readable medium for implementation by a processor, or some combination thereof.

**[0047]** FIG. 9 is a diagram 900 illustrating an example of a hardware implementation for an eNB 802' employing a processing system 914. The processing system 914 may be implemented with a bus architecture, represented generally by the bus 924. The bus 924 may include any number of interconnecting buses and bridges depending on the specific application of the processing system 914 and the overall design constraints. The bus 924 links together various circuits including one or more processors and/or hardware modules, represented by the processor 904, the modules 804, 805, 806, 807, 808, and the computer-readable medium/memory 906. The bus 924 may also link various other circuits such as timing sources, peripherals, voltage regulators, and power management circuits, which are well known in the art, and therefore, will not be described any further.

**[0048]** The processing system 914 may be coupled to a transceiver 910. The transceiver 910 is coupled to one or more antennas 920. The transceiver 910 provides a means for communicating with various other apparatus over a transmission medium. The transceiver 910 receives a signal from the one or more antennas 920, extracts information from the received signal, and provides the extracted information to the processing system 914, specifically the reception module 804. In addition, the transceiver 910 receives information from the processing system 914, specifically the transmission module 808, and based on the received information, generates a signal to be applied to the one or more antennas 920. The processing system 914 includes a processor 904 coupled to a computer-readable medium/memory 906. The processor 904 is responsible for general processing, including the execution of software stored on the computer-readable medium/memory 906. The software, when executed by the processor 904, causes the processing system 914 to perform the various functions described supra for any particular apparatus. The computer-readable medium/memory 906 may also be used for storing data that is manipulated by the processor 904 when executing software. The processing system further includes at least one of the modules 805, 806, and 807. The modules may be software modules running in the processor 904, resident/stored in the computer readable medium/memory 906, one or more hardware modules coupled to the processor 904, or some combination thereof. The processing system 914 may be a component of the eNB 610 and may include the memory and/or at least one of the TX processor, the RX processor, and the controller/processor.

**[0049]** In one configuration, the eNB 802/802’ includes means for means for receiving a data transmission from a user equipment (UE). The eNB further includes means for detecting a subset of tones having maximal energy of an allocated set of tones in a symbol. The eNB further includes means for demodulating each tone of the subset of tones to determine data based on a mapping that maps pairs of data values with a largest Hamming distance from each other to pairs of constellation points with a maximum Euclidean distance from each other. The aforementioned means may be one or more of the afore-
mentioned modules of the eNB 802 and/or the processing system 914 of the eNB 802' configured to perform the functions recited by the aforementioned means. The processing system 914 may include a TX Processor, an RX Processor, and a controller/processor. As such, in one configuration, the aforementioned means may be the TX Processor, the RX Processor, and the controller/processor configured to perform the functions recited by the aforementioned means.

It is understood that the specific order or hierarchy of blocks in the processes/flow charts disclosed is an illustration of exemplary approaches. Based upon design preferences, it is understood that the specific order or hierarchy of blocks in the processes/flow charts may be rearranged. Further, some blocks may be combined or omitted. The accompanying method claims present elements of the various blocks in a sample order, and are not meant to be limited to the specific order or hierarchy presented.

The previous description is provided to enable any person skilled in the art to practice the various aspects described herein. Various modifications to these aspects will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art, and the generic principles defined herein may be applied to other aspects. The invention is solely defined by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A method of wireless communication by a user equipment, UE, comprising:
   determining (111, 402) an allocation of a set (202, 302) of tones (201, 301) in a symbol (204, 304) for conveying data (210, 310);
   selecting (112) a subset of tones from the set of tones based on values of bits of the data;
   determining (404) to use m-ary phase shift keying, MPSK, to modulate the data (210, 310) onto the subset (206, 306) of tones (207, 307a, 307b);
   and
   modulating (113, 406) the data onto the subset of tones based on a mapping, wherein the mapping maps pairs of data values with a largest Hamming distance from each other to pairs of constellation points with a maximum Euclidean distance from each other;
   wherein the set of tones includes D tones, the MPSK has M possible signal phases, k bits of data are modulated onto the subset of tones, and the mapping is between \(2^k\) possible data values and \(2^k\) constellation points of \(D\times M\) constellation points.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the mapping maps pairs of data values with a largest Hamming distance to constellation points that have data modulated to a same tone.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the subset of tones comprises one tone, and the method further comprises refraining from modulating data onto tones other than said one tone in the set of tones.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the symbol is a single-carrier frequency division multiple access, SC-FDMA, symbol.

5. A method of wireless communication, comprising:
   receiving (502) a data transmission (106), including m-ary phase shift keying, MPSK, signals, from a user equipment, UE (104);
   detecting (108, 504) a subset (206, 306) of tones (207, 307a, 307b) having maximal energy of an allocated set (202, 302) of tones in a symbol (204, 304), the subset of tones having been selected by the UE from the set of tones based on values of bits of data (210, 310) to be conveyed; and
   demodulating (109, 506) each tone (207, 307a, 307b) of the subset (206, 306) of tones to determine the data (210, 310) based on a mapping, wherein the mapping maps pairs of data values with a largest Hamming distance from each other to pairs of constellation points with a maximum Euclidean distance from each other;
   wherein the set of tones includes D tones, the MPSK has M possible signal phases, k bits of data are modulated onto the subset of tones, and the mapping is between \(2^k\) possible data values and \(2^k\) constellation points of \(D\times M\) constellation points.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the mapping maps pairs of data values with a largest Hamming distance to constellation points that have data modulated to a same tone.

7. The method of claim 5, wherein the demodulating each tone comprises:
   determining a modulated value on the tone;
   determining a Euclidean distance between the received modulated value and each of allowed modulated values corresponding to allowable constellation points;
   determining a constellation point based on a minimum determined Euclidean distance; and
   determining data based on the determined constellation point and the mapping.

8. An apparatus for wireless communication, comprising:
means (605) for determining an allocation of a set (202, 302) of tones (201, 301) in a symbol (204, 304) for conveying data (210, 310); means for selecting a subset of tones from the set of tones based on values of bits of the data; means (606) for determining to use m-ary phase shift keying, MPSK to modulate (113) the data (210, 310) onto the subset (206, 306) of tones (207, 307a, 307b); and means (607) for modulating the data onto the subset (206, 306) of tones based on a mapping, wherein the mapping maps pairs of data values with a largest Hamming distance from each other to pairs of constellation points with a maximum Euclidean distance from each other; wherein the set of tones includes D tones, the MPSK has M possible signal phases, k bits of data are modulated onto the subset of tones, and the mapping is between $2^k$ possible data values and $2^k$ constellation points of $D \times M$ constellation points.

9. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the mapping maps pairs of data values with a largest Hamming distance to constellation points that have data modulated to a same tone.

10. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the subset of tones comprises one tone, and the apparatus further comprises means for refraining from modulating data onto tones other than said one tone in the set of tones.

11. The apparatus of claim 8, wherein the symbol is a single-carrier frequency division multiple access symbol.

12. An apparatus for wireless communication, comprising:
means (804) for receiving a data transmission (106), comprising a subset (206, 306) of tones (207, 307a, 307b) and m-ary phase shift keying, MPSK, signals, from a user equipment, UE; means (805) for detecting a subset of tones having maximal energy of an allocated set of tones in a symbol, the subset of tones having been selected by the UE from the set of tones based on values of bits of data (210, 310) to be conveyed; and means (806) for demodulating each tone of the subset of tones to determine data based on a mapping, wherein the mapping maps pairs of data values with a largest Hamming distance from each other to pairs of constellation points with a maximum Euclidean distance from each other; wherein the set of tones includes D tones, the MPSK has M possible signal phases, k bits of data are modulated onto the subset of tones, and the mapping is between $2^k$ possible data values and $2^k$ constellation points of $D \times M$ constellation points.

13. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the mapping maps pairs of data values with a largest Hamming distance to constellation points that have data modulated to a same tone.

14. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the means for demodulating each tone are configured to:
determine a modulated value on the tone; determine a Euclidean distance between the received modulated value and each of allowed modulated values corresponding to allowable constellation points; determine a constellation point based on a minimum determined Euclidean distance; and determine data based on the determined constellation point and the mapping.

15. A computer readable medium storing computer executable code which, when executed by a computer, cause the computer to carry out the method of claims 1 to 4.

Patentansprüche

1. Ein Verfahren für Drahtloskommunikation durch eine Nutzereinrichtung bzw. UE (UE = user equipment), das Folgendes aufweist:

Bestimmen (111, 402) einer Zuteilung eines Satzes (202, 302) von Tönen (201, 301) in einem Symbol (204, 304) zum Übermitteln von Daten (210, 310); Auswählen (112) eines Subsatzes von Tönen aus dem Satz von Tönen basierend auf Werten von Bits der Daten; Bestimmen (404) m-fache Phasenumtastung bzw. MPSK (MPSK = m-ary phase shift keying) zum Modulieren der Daten (210, 310) auf den Subsatz (206, 306) von Tönen (207, 307a, 307b) zu verwenden; und Modulieren (113, 406) der Daten auf den Subsatz von Tönen basierend auf einer Abbildung bzw. Zuordnung, wobei die Abbildung Paare von Datenwerten mit einem größten Hamming-Abstand voneinander auf Paare von Konstellationspunkten mit einem maximalen Euklidischen Abstand voneinander abbildet; wobei der Satz von Tönen D Töne beinhaltet, die MPSK M mögliche Signalphasen hat, k Bits von Daten auf den Subsatz von Tönen moduliert werden und die Abbildung zwischen $2^k$ mögli-
1. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Abbildung Paare von Datenwerten mit einem größten Hamming-Abstand auf Konstellationspunkte abbildet, die Daten haben, die auf einen gleichen Ton moduliert sind.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Subsatz von Tönen einen Ton aufweist, und wobei das Verfahren weiter Unterlassen des Modulierens von Daten auf andere Töne als den einen Ton in dem Satz von Tönen aufweist.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Subsatz von Tönen einen Ton aufweist, und wobei das Verfahren weiter Unterlassen des Modulierens von Daten auf andere Töne als den einen Ton in dem Satz von Tönen aufweist.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei das Symbol ein Einzelträger-Frequenzvielfachzugriffs- bzw. SC-FDMA-Symbol (SC-FDMA = single-carrier frequency division multiple access) ist.

5. Ein Verfahren für Drahtloskommunikation, das Folgendes aufweist:
   - Empfangen (502) einer Datensendung (106), die MPSK-Signale (MPSK = m-ary phase shift keying) von einer Nutzereinrichtung bzw. UE (UE = user equipment) (104) beinhaltet; Detektieren (108, 504) eines Subsatzes (206, 306) von Tönen (207, 307a, 307b) mit einer maximalen Energie eines zugeteilten Satzes (202, 302) von Tönen in einem Symbol (204, 304), wobei der Subsatz von Tönen durch die UE aus dem Satz von Tönen basierend auf Werten von Bits von Daten (210, 310), die übermittelt werden sollen, ausgewählt worden ist; und

6. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei die Abbildung Paare von Datenwerten mit einem größten Hamming-Abstand auf Konstellationspunkte abbildet, die Daten haben, die auf einen gleichen Ton moduliert sind.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 5, wobei das Demodulieren jedes Tons Folgendes aufweist: Bestimmen eines modulierten Wertes auf den Ton; Bestimmen eines Euklidischen Abstandes zwischen dem empfangenen modulierten Wert und jedem von gestatteten modulierten Werten entsprechend zulässigen Konstellationspunkten; Bestimmen eines Konstellationspunktes basierend auf einem minimalen bestimmten Euklidischen Abstand; und Bestimmen von Daten basierend auf dem bestimmten Konstellationspunkt und der Abbildung.

8. Eine Vorrichtung für Drahtloskommunikation, die Folgendes aufweist:
   - Mittel (605) zum Bestimmen einer Zuteilung eines Satzes (202, 302) von Tönen (201, 301) in einem Symbol (204, 304) zum Übermitteln von Daten (210, 310);
   - Mittel zum Auswählen eines Subsatzes von Tönen aus dem Satz von Tönen basierend auf Werten von Bits der Daten;
   - Mittel (606) zum Bestimmen m-fache Phasenumtastung bzw. MPSK (MPSK = m-ary phase shift keying) zum Modulieren (113) der Daten (210, 310) auf den Subsatz (206, 306) von Tönen (207, 307a, 307b) zu verwenden; und

9. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, wobei die Abbildung Paare von Datenwerten mit einem größten Hamming-Abstand auf Konstellationspunkte abbildet, die Daten haben, die auf einen gleichen Ton moduliert sind.

10. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, wobei der Subsatz von Tönen einen Ton aufweist und die Vorrichtung weiter Mittel aufweist um das Modulieren von Daten auf andere Töne als den einen Ton in dem Satz von Tönen zu unterlassen.

11. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 8, wobei das Symbol ein SC-FDMA-Symbol (SC-FDMA = singe-carrier frequency division multiple access) ist.
12. Eine Vorrichtung für Drahtloskommunikation, die Folgendes aufweist:

Mittel (804) zum Empfangen einer Datensendung (106), die einen Subsatz (206, 306) von Tönen (207, 307a, 307b) und MPSK-Signale (MPSK = m-ary phase shift keying) von einer Nutzereinrichtung bzw. UE (UE = user equipment) beinhaltet;

Mittel (805) zum Detektieren eines Subsatzes von Tönen mit einer maximalen Energie eines zugeordneten Satzes von Tönen in einem Symbol, wobei der Subsatz von Tönen durch die UE aus dem Satz von Tönen basierend auf Werten von Bits von Daten, die übermittelt werden sollen, ausgewählt worden ist; und

Mittel (806) zum Demodulieren jedes Tons des Subsatzes von Tönen zum Bestimmen der Daten basierend auf einer Abbildung, wobei der Subsatz von Tönen durch die UE aus dem Satz von Tönen basierend auf Werten von Bits von Daten, die übermittelt werden sollen, ausgewählt worden ist.

13. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 12, wobei die Abbildung Paare von Datenwerten mit einem größten Hamming-Abstand auf Paare von Konstellationspunkten mit einem maximalen Euklidischen Abstand voneinander abbildet;

wobei der Satz von Tönen D Töne beinhaltet, die MPSK M mögliche Signalphasen hat, k Bits von Daten auf den Subsatz von Tönen moduliert werden und die Abbildung zwischen $2^k$ möglichen Datenwerten und $2^k$ Konstellationspunkten von $D \times M$ Konstellationspunkten stattfindet.

14. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 12, wobei die Mittel zum Demodulieren jedes Tons konfiguriert sind zum:

Bestimmen eines modulierten Wertes auf dem Ton;

Bestimmen eines Euklidischen Abstandes zwischen dem empfangenen modulierten Wert und jedem von gestatteten modulierten Werten entsprechend zulässigen Konstellationspunkten;

Bestimmen eines Konstellationspunktes basierend auf einem minimalen bestimmten Euklidischen Abstand; und

Bestimmen von Daten basierend auf dem bestimmten Konstellationspunkt und der Abbildung.


1. Un procédé de communication sans fil par un équipement d’utilisateur, UE, comprenant :

la détermination (111, 402) d’une attribution d’un ensemble (202, 302) de tonalités (201, 301) dans un symbole (204, 304) de façon à acheminer des données (210, 310),

la sélection (112) d’un sous-ensemble de tonalités à partir de l’ensemble de tonalités en fonction de valeurs de bits des données,

la détermination (404) d’utiliser une modulation par déplacement de phase m-aire, MPSK, de façon à moduler les données (210, 310) vers le sous-ensemble (206, 306) de tonalités (207, 307a, 307b), et

la modulation (113, 406) des données vers le sous-ensemble de tonalités en fonction d’une mise en correspondance, où la mise en correspondance met en correspondance des paires de valeurs de données avec une distance de Hamming la plus grande les unes des autres avec des paires de points de constellation avec une distance euclidienne maximale les unes des autres,

où l’ensemble de tonalités comprend D tonalités, la MPSK possède M phases de signal possibles, k bits de données sont modulés vers le sous-ensemble de tonalités, et la mise en correspondance est entre $2^k$ valeurs de données possibles et $2^k$ points de constellation de $D \times M$ points de constellation.

2. Le procédé selon la Revendication 1, où la mise en correspondance met en correspondance des paires de valeurs de données avec une distance de Hamming la plus grande vers des points de constellation qui possèdent des données modulées vers une même tonalité.

3. Le procédé selon la Revendication 1, où le sous-ensemble de tonalités comprend une tonalité, et le procédé comprend en outre l’abstention de la modulation de données vers des tonalités autres que ladite une tonalité dans l’ensemble de tonalités.

4. Le procédé selon la Revendication 1, où le symbole est un symbole d’accès multiple par répartition en fréquence à porteuse unique, SC-FDMA.

5. Un procédé de communication sans fil, comprenant :

la réception (502) d’une transmission de données (106), comprenant des signaux de modulation par déplacement de phase m-aire, MPSK, à partir d’un équipement d’utilisateur, UE (104), de la détection (108, 504) d’un sous-ensemble
(206, 306) de tonalités (207, 307a, 307b) pos-
sédant une énergie maximale d’un ensemble at-
tribué (202, 302) de tonalités dans un symbole
(204, 304), le sous-ensemble de tonalités ayant
été sélectionné par l’UE à partir de l’ensemble
de tonalités en fonction de valeurs de bits de
données (210, 310) à acheminer, et
la démodulation (109, 506) de chaque tonalité
(207, 307a, 307b) du sous-ensemble (206, 306)
de tonalités de façon à déterminer les données
(210, 310) en fonction d’une mise en correspon-
dance, où la mise en correspondance met en
correspondance des paires de valeurs de don-
nées avec une distance de Hamming la plus
grande les unes des autres avec des paires de
points de constellation avec une distance eucli-
dienne maximale les unes des autres,
ô l’ensemble de tonalités comprend D tonali-
tés, la MPSK possède M phases de signal pos-
sibles, k bits de données sont modulés vers le
sous-ensemble de tonalités, et la mise en cor-
respondance est entre 2 k valeurs de données
possibles et 2k points de constellation de D*M
points de constellation.

6. Le procédé selon la Revendication 5, où la mise en
correspondance met en correspondance des paires
de valeurs de données avec une distance de Ham-
ing la plus grande vers des points de constellation
qui possèdent des données modulées vers une mê-
me tonalité.

7. Le procédé selon la Revendication 5, où la démo-
dulation de chaque tonalité comprend :
la détermination d’une valeur modulée relative à
la tonalité,
la détermination d’une distance euclidienne entre
tre la valeur modulée reçue et chaque valeur de
valeurs modulées autorisées correspondant à
des points de constellation admissibles,
la détermination d’un point de constellation en
fonction d’une distance euclidienne déterminée
minimale, et
la détermination de données en fonction du point
de constellation déterminé et de la mise en cor-
respondance.

8. Un appareil de communication sans fil, comprenant :
un moyen (805) de détection d’un sous-ensem-
ble de tonalités possédant une énergie maxima-
le d’un ensemble de tonalités attribué dans un
symbole, le sous-ensemble de tonalités ayant
été sélectionné par l’UE à partir de l’ensemble
de tonalités en fonction de valeurs de bits de
données (210, 310) à acheminer, et
un moyen (806) de démodulation de chaque to-
nalité du sous-ensemble de tonalités en fonction
de données en fonction d’une mise en correspon-
dance, où la mise en correspondance met en correspon-
dance des paires de va-
leurs de données avec une distance de Ham-
ing la plus grande les unes des autres avec des paires de points de constellation avec une distance euclidienne maximale les unes des autres,

5 où l’ensemble de tonalités comprend D tonali-
tés, la MPSK possède M phases de signal pos-
sibles, k bits de données sont modulés vers le sous-ensemble de tonalités, et la mise en cor-
respondance est entre $2^k$ valeurs de données possibles et $2^k$ points de constellation de $D^*M$
points de constellation.

10 13. L’appareil selon la Revendication 12, où la mise en corres-
pondance met en correspondance des paires de valeurs de données avec une distance de Ham-
ming la plus grande vers des points de constellation qui possèdent des données modulées vers une mê-
me tonalité.

15 14. L’appareil selon la Revendication 12, où le moyen de démodulation de chaque tonalité est configuré de façon à :

déterminer une valeur modulée relative à la to-
nalité,

déterminer une distance euclidienne entre la va-
leur modulée reçue et chaque valeur de valeurs modulées autorisées correspondant à des points de constellation admissibles,

déterminer un point de constellation en fonction d’une distance euclidienne déterminée minima-

20 le, et
déterminer des données en fonction du point de constellation déterminé et de la mise en corres-
pondance.

25 15. Un support lisible par ordinateur conservant en mé-
moire du code exécutable par ordinateur qui, lorsqu’il est exécuté par un ordinateur, amène l’ordinateur à exécuter le procédé selon les Revendications 1 à 4.
determine an allocation of a set of tones in a symbol for conveying data

402
determine to use m-ary phase shift keying (MPSK) to modulate the data onto a subset of tones of the set of tones

404
modulate the data onto the subset of tones based on a mapping that maps pairs of data values with a largest Hamming distance from each other to pairs of constellation points with a maximum Euclidean distance from each other

406
refrain from modulating data onto tones other than one tone in the set of tones

408

FIG. 4
receive a data transmission from a user equipment

detect a subset of tones having maximal energy of an allocated set of tones in a symbol

demodulate each tone of the subset of tones to determine data based on a mapping that maps pairs of data values with a largest Hamming distance from each other to pairs of constellation points with a maximum Euclidean distance from each other – determine a modulated value on the tone, determine a Euclidean distance between the received modulated value and each of allowed modulated values corresponding to allowable constellation points, determine a constellation point based on a minimum determined Euclidean distance, and determine data based on the determined constellation point and the mapping
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